The opinions, findings, and conclusions expressed in these revised training materials are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the collaborating agencies and organizations. Mention of companies and product names does not constitute an endorsement by EPA or any other collaborating agency or organization.

The guidance provided in these training materials does not create any rights for defendants or responsibilities for EPA. Nothing contained in these training materials can be used as a defense in an enforcement action. The safety precautions and procedures described in these training materials are general in nature. Precise safety precautions required for any given situation depend upon and must be tailored to the specific circumstances and situations.

To determine official and exact legal requirements, readers of these training materials and participants in associated training classes are advised to review federal, state, and local statutes, regulations, and ordinances that are applicable to a specific situation. Nothing in these training materials is intended to modify any regulatory requirement for proper asbestos control or personnel safety.

EPA and the local and state regulatory agencies reserve the right to act at variance with the information in these training materials at any time without notice to the regulated community.

The Environmental Institute, NL Environmental Associates, Metro 4, Inc., Southeastern States Air Resource Managers, Inc., the member agencies of Metro 4 and SESARM, and the associated individuals supporting this project hereby expressly disclaim any direct or indirect liability arising from any action taken pursuant to the information in these training materials including, but not limited to, any alleged or actual personal health issue, injury, death, financial liability, economic loss, or other complication.
The revisions to this U. S. Environmental Protection Agency Air Pollution Training Institute (APTI) 350 Asbestos NESHAP Inspection and Safety Procedures Training Course were prepared through the collaborative efforts of the following entities and individuals. Please note that this may not be a fully inclusive list of contributors to this project.

Metro 4, Inc. – Grant recipient (Grant Number: XA-96464006), collaborating partner involved in planning and review, and supplier of team of member agencies who assisted with course redesign and review of initial draft documents.
- John Hornback, Executive Director
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- Eric McCann, Nashville, Tennessee Metro Pollution Control Division

Southeastern States Air Resource Managers, Inc. – Grant recipient (Grant Number: XA-95411009), project manager involved in procurement, planning, and review, and supplier of team of member agencies who assisted with course redesign and review of initial draft documents.
- John Hornback, Executive Director – Project Manager, editor
- Bickham Forshee, Mississippi DEQ, Air Division
- Randall Harrison, Tennessee DEC, Division of Air Pollution Control
- Sheila Schneider, Florida DEP, Division of Air Resource Management
- Pat Wylie, North Carolina DHHS, Health Hazards Control Unit

The Environmental Institute – Contractor responsible for drafting and finalizing revised and new training course materials.
- David Hogue – Principal Investigator and document updates
- Tom Laubenthal – Document updates

NL Environmental Associates – Instructor, course materials editor, and contractor responsible for providing independent review of revised and new training course materials.
- Nancy Lebedzinski – Peer reviewer

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – Funding source and overall authority for evaluating statutory, regulatory, and policy conformity.
- Everett Bishop, OECA, Office of Compliance – Peer reviewer
- Eric Crump, OAQPS, Outreach and Information Division – Oversight and management
- Susan Fairchild, OAQPS, Sector Policies and Programs Division – Peer reviewer
- Deirdre Murphy, OAQPS, Health and Environmental Impacts Division – Peer reviewer